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Abstract
The distribution of frequenciesof radiocarbon-datedUpper Palaeolithicsites in Northern
Eurasiashows three peaks culminating at 40-30, 24-18 and 17-11 ka BP. We view these
peaks as reflectingthree separatewaves in the colonizationof that area by Anatomically
Modern Humans stemming from Africa and Western Asia. The waves of colonization,
which includedthe Last GlacialMaximum,were causedby environmentalstresswhich was
particularlyacute in the west, wherethe cooling and drynessof climatewere the strongest.
The expansionof mating networksaimed at the avoidanceof inbreedingwas the principle
mechanismof migration. Populationsof AMH spreadingin the eastern directionduring
the second and third waves included `softened' Mongoloid elements. Proto-Uralicand
Proto-Altaicrelatedlanguagesare consideredas the principlecommunicationmedia of Early
ModernHumans in Northern Eurasia.
Background
The problem of emergenceand initial dispersalof anatomicallymodern humans (AMH) is
now focused on severalmajor issues:the single versusmultiple origin; the coexistenceof
AMH with Neandertals;the chronology,trajectories,and casualmechanismof AMH dispersal. In this writer'sview the `Out of Africa'scenarioremainsthe tenableexplanationfor
the earlyspreadof AMH. This scenariois in agreementwith the evidenceof mitachondrial
DNA (mtDNA), accordingto whichAfricawas the likelysourceof the human mitochondrial genepool 90,000-180,000yearsago (Cann et al. 1987). This concept is also corroborated.by the finds of early forms of AMH in Africa, the most reliablebeing the partiallypreservedskeletonfrom Omo Lubish 1 Ethiopia. Takinginto account the age of this specimen
as well as less reliable finds, such as KlasiesCave, Border Cave, and Florisbad in South
Africa,Guomeda (Kenia)and Jebel Irhoud (Marocco),the earliestpresenceof AMH on that
continent is attributableto the OxygenIsotope Stage6, between260 and 130 ka (Stringer
1998).
Recently obtained mtDNA evidence (Kivisildet al. 1999) suggeststhat India, the
Caucasus,and Western Asiaplayed a critical role in the further spreadof AMH, both the
western and eastern-specifichaplogroupsbeing found there. Accordingto the `molecular
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clocks',that entire area may havebeen settled by AMH as earlyas 70-60 ka. This age estimate is in agreementwith the dates obtainedfor the remainsof AMH in the Levant. The
dating of `primitivemodern human burials'at Skhuland QaszehCavesin Israelyielded the
age of 100-80 ka, i.e. within the range of the OIS 5 (Valladaset al. 1998; Stringer et al.
1989).
This leads one to the problem of coexistence of early AMH with the late
Neandertals. In the Levant,the Neandertal burialswere found at severalcave-sites,which
includedthe Tabun, Kebara,Amud, and DederiyehCaves. The date of 60 ka obtainedfor
the Neandertalskeletonat the site of Kebara2 suggestsa prolongedtemporaloverlapof the
both sub-speciesof Homowithin a geographicallyrestrictedarea (Stringer1998). The earliest appearanceof AMH in Europeis documentedby the specimenswith radiometricage of
32 - 30 ka (Smithet al. 1999). Existingradiometricdates firmlyestablishthe occurenceof
Neandertalgroupsin Franceuntil ca 34 ka and ca 33 ka on the Iberian Peninsula. Recent
AMS measurementsfor Neandertalmandiblesat Vindija in Croatia (28-29 ka) providethe
evidencefor even later presenceof Neandertalgroups in that area of Europe (Smith et al.
1999).
Traditionally archaeologists linked up the emergence of AMH with the Upper
Palaeolithiccore-and blade technique, as exemplifiedby early Aurignacian assemblages
dated in Bulgaria,Germany,and Spainto c. 40 ka. In viewof recentobservations,the associationof AMH with this techniquecannot be viewedas absolute.The blademanufactureis
identifiedin severalLowerand Middle Palaeolithicindustriesin Africa,Western Asia,and
Europe. This became particularlyobviousin the Near East, where the blade-dominated
assemblageswerefound in variouscultural contexts (Amudian,Pre-Aurignacian,and others)
in the levels ranging between OIS 8 and 5 (Meignen 1998). The remains of both
Neandertalsand AMH at the time of their apparent coexistencein the Levantwere found in
the context of essentiallysimilarindustries, the `LevantineMousterian'. Both human subspeciessharedbroadly similarsubsistencepatterns and culturalfeaturesthat included burial
practices.One finds only minor distinctionsin the mobility,resourceacquisitionstrategies,
and industrialsubtypes(Lieberman1998). In view of that, the Upper Palaeolithicphenomenon cannot be reducedexclusivelyto bladetechnology;this was a complex
packageofsociosymbolicbehavior,the core-and-bladetechnologybeing but one of its attributes,and not an
essentialone.
Another debatable issue concerns the material manifestations of the alleged
Neandertal-AMHcohabitationon the European continent. This problem directlyrelatesto
the interpretationof archaicUP industriesidentifiablein Europefor the time-spanbetween
40 and 30 ka. These industries are known in France (Chatelperronian),Italy (Uluzzo),
Central Europe (Szeletianand Buhunician),and Russia(Streletsian).They include archaic
elementsapparentlyinherited from the Mousteriantradition. The same industriesattest a
range of typicallyUP features,the tools manufacturedon the blade blanks such as burins
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end-scrapersas well as tools and personalornamentsmade of bone and antler.Basedon the
stratigraphicevidenceof Saint-Cesaireand Arcy-sur-Curein France,the authorship of the
Chatelperronianindustry is ascribed to the Neandertal humans. Two hypothesesbecame
crystallizedin the ongoingdebate. The first viewsthe observedUP elementsin the generally archaicindustriesas the product of contact, trade, interaction,and transferof technology,
resultingin the `acculturation'of the Neandertalsunder the impactof AMH (Mellars1999;
Otte this volume). The second argues that this was an independent and autochthonous
invention of localNeandertalgroups (Erricoet al. 1998).
The present article is aimed at the discussionof the chronologyand mechanismof
the initial dispersalof anatomicallymodern humans (AMH) in Northern Eurasia,as wellas
its social and linguisticimplicationswith the predominant use of archaeological,palaeoenvironmental, and molecular genetic evidence,which came predominantly from European
Russiaand Siberia.
European

Russia

Palaeoenvironment
The Middle Wurm/Valdai'megainterstadial'(OIS 3) in European Russiawas a prolonged
period of the cool and unstable climate. Arslanov (1992) has identifiedat least five such
oscillationsfor the North-Eastern European Plain in the interval between 48 and 25 ka.
During this period, three loess units interbedded by the 'Bryansk' and 'Trubchevsk'
palaeosoilswere formed in the periglacialarea of the East European Plain. Basedon the
occurrenceof Arctic fauna and cold-resistantplants, Morozovaand Nechaev(1997) argue
that the Dunaevo-Bryanskinterval was generally cold and dry with more humid areas
restrictedto centralEuropeand southwesternareasof the East EuropeanPlain.
The quantitative assessmentof climate is difficult, due to the absenceof reliably
dated sequences. The maps compiledby Frenzelet al. (1992) demonstratemean August
temperaturesin EasternEurope(30-600E) duringthe 'megainterstadial'to be at least by 4 6' C lower than today,negativedeviationsof mean Februarytemperaturesfrom present-day
valueschangingfrom 110C in Scandinaviato 40C in SouthernRussia.Annual precipitation
is estimated as 150-250 mm. Pollen data for the central part of the East European Plain
(Semenenkoet al. 1981) are suggestiveof a lesser harshnessof climate during that timespan.
The stage between 25 and 16.5 ka was the coldest; it included the Last Glacial
Maximum (LGM),20-18 ka., when ice sheetsin Northern Eurasiareachedtheir maximum
extension. At this stage thick seriesof `LoessII' were accumulatedin the Central Russian
Plain on top of the Bryanskpalaeosoil(Velichko1973). The analysisof cryogenicfeatures
suggeststhat the climateat that time was basicallysimilarto that of present-dayYakutiain
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Siberia:extremelycold and continental, with the common occurrenceof permafrost, and
the ground temperaturein the order of -15-20°C (Velichko& Nechaev1992). The quantitative assessmentof LGM in European Russia (Tarasovet al. 1999) suggestsa very strong
round-the-yearcoolingwith meanwinter temperaturesconsiderablylowerthan now: by 2029° C in winter and 5 -10°C in summer. Annual precipitationwas by 200- 450 mm less
than today,with drought index showingparticularlydry conditionsin northern and midlatitude Russia. The vegetationwas dominatedby the 'periglacial'tundra and the cold-resistant steppein combinationwith an open woodlandof larchand birch (Grichuk 1992).
The glacialrecessionat, 18 - 10 ka was the time of degradationof ice sheets,punctuated by short-livedglacialadvances(Chebotareva& Makarycheva1982). This coincided
with the formationof the lowerterracesin major rivervalleysand the accumulationof the
'Trubchevsksoil' and `LoessIII' (Velichko1973). Large areaswere affectedby an intensive
permafrostwith the ground temperatureof -3-5°C (Morozova& Nechaev1997:57).
Human

Settlement

1. The Early Stage

Judging from the radiocarbon dates, the early stage in the spread of Upper Palaeolithic on
the East European Plain occurred in the time-span of 35-40 ka (Sinitsyn et al. 1997). The
sites were evenly scattered across the entire area; they are known in Western Ukraine,
Moldavia, Crimea, Pontic Lowland, the Kostenki area on the River Don, in the Ural
Mountains, and also in the extreme North-East, north of the Polar Circle.
Pollen analysis for early UP sites in the Kostenki area (Spiridonova 1991) has shown
the fluctuating environment with the common occurrence of pine forests. As the climate
grew colder, the spruce forest became increasingly dominant and the wider areas taken up
by the cold-resistant `periglacial' grassland. The wild horse (Equus latipes) was the principle
hunting prey, its bones formed in the early Kostenki sites between 66.95 and 35.2 percent
of the total faunal assemblage. The rate of the mammoth was 4-3 percent, and that of the
reindeer, 2-1 percent.
In the cultural sense, the early UP sites belong to at least three traditions: Streletsian
Aurignacian, and 'Protogravettian' (Sinitsyn et al. 1997: 42). The Streletsian inventories were
initially identified at several of sites in the Kostenki area. Later, similar industries were found
on the Severski Donets River in the Ukraine, in Central Russia (Sungir'), and also on the
Kama River in the Urals (Bradley, Anikovich & Giria 1995). All these sites include the typical Mousterian side-scrapers and triangular bifacial points with concave basis. These archaic
elements were combined with the typical Upper Palaeolithic tools. By contrast, both the
Aurignacian, and 'Protogravettian' industries featured a fully developed Upper Palaeolithic
'core-and-blade' technique with a variety of tools manufactures on the blade blanks.
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Stage

Frequencies of radiocarbon dated
sites show a clear increase in the
range of 29-26 ka. forming an alltime maximum at 24-18 ka (Figure
1). The sites of that stage were
found mainly in the 'periglacial'
East European Plain, in the area of
an intensive accumulation of loess.
(Gribchenko & Kurenkova 1997).
Pollen records show (Spiridonova Figure 1. Frequencies of radiocarbon-dated sites. East European Plain.
1991) the climate getting much
colder at that stage; the sites were
normally found in a treeless landscape: the 'periglacial' grassland with rare cold-resistant
shrubs restricted to deep ravines. At the Kostenki sites the faunal remains were dominated
by the mammoth (60 percent), with the reindeer at 1.6 percent and the polar fox, 7 percent.
Traditionally the sites belonging to this time-span in Eastern Europe were summarily
labeled as the `Eastern Gravettian.' Later studies have revealed a much more complex pattern. Using several stylistic criteria such as the `shouldered points' and the dwelling structures, Russian archaeologists have identified the 'Kostenki-Avdeevo'Culture, which included
also Khotylevo 2 and Zaraisk (Sinitsyn et al. 1997). Grigor'ev (1993) has recognized considerable similarities of these sites with those in Central Europe, notably, Willendorf,
Predmosti, and Dolni Vestonice.
3. The Later

Stage

The latest recognizable peak in the density of Palaeolithic sites occurred at 18-15 ka. This
time-span corresponds to the retreat of the ice-sheet, with minor glacial advances. The sites
belonging to that stage show a distinct spatial pattern, clearly oriented along the major
waterways. Numerous sites arose in the basin of the Dnieper and, particularly, its tributaries, the Desna and Sudost'. The sites are also known in the basin of the Dniester, the
Don (at Kostenki), as well as on the littoral of the Sea of Azov. At this stage the cultural
fragmentation became apparent, each cultural unit being restricted to the river basin: the
Prut-Dniestrian, Upper Dnieprian, Uralian etc. (Sinitsyn et al. 1997). The UP sites completely disappeared from the central area of the East European Plain with the beginning of
the warm Allerod Interstadial, ca. 11 ka.
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Southern-Central

Siberia

Palaeoenvironment
The time-span under discussion here, includes the Karginian Interval (50-22 ka) and the
Sartan Glacial (22-10 ka) (Maloletko 1998). Frenzel et al. (1992) estimate the climate at
that time as slightly colder than now, by 4° C in August and 60C in February, with the
annual precipitation lower than today by 80 - 50 mm. Macrofossils of arboreal plants in the
lower stretches of the Yenisei River Valley dated to 30-25 ka, indicate the occurrence of
forests in the high latitudes. The forest-type pollen spectra have also been identified in the
presently treeless areas of the Altai Mountains, suggesting both temperature and precipitation exceeding the present-day values. Pollen spectra with the high participation of arboreal
plants (mostly spruce and alder), combined with meadow and steppe herbs have been
acknowledged in the Trans-Baikal area (Drozdov et al. 1995). The animal world consisted
of large herd mammals and included the mammoth, woolly rhinoceros, wild horse, reindeer,
and elk. In the Altai mountains the occurrence of the bison, mountain goat and sheep, red
deer, bear, and leopard is attested.
The Sartan Glacial, which included the LGM, featured only a limited development
of ice-sheets which were confined to the southwestern Yamal Peninsula, and the Byrrangha
Mountains in the Taymyr peninsula (Velichkoet al. 1998). Limited-scale mountain glaciers
have been identified in the Altai. In the Trans-Baikal mountains, the local glaciers advanced
by 3-4 km along river valleys. Pollen data show a uniform spread of the tundra and cool
steppe and the absence of a continuous forests, with local refugia of broadleaf forests in the
South Siberian mountains (Derevyanko et al. 1993).
Frenzel et al. (1992) reconstruct a considerable thermal depression, with February
temperature by about 12 ° C, August temperature, 6' C lower than at present, and the annual precipitation between 50 and 250 mm below the present values. Quantitative reconstructions of LGM climate for the southern part of western Siberia and northern Mongolia
(Tarasov et al. 1999) show winters to be by 7-15 ° C and summers, by 1-7'C colder than
today, with the precipitation basically similar to present-day values.

Human

Settlement

The character and the very existence of the Upper Palaeolithic in Siberia remains a debated
issue. Grigor'ev (1977) totally denies the existence of the UP in Siberia, referring to this
entire period as 'Post-Mousterian'. This view has been contested by Okladnikov (1981),
who argued that `the phase of transition from the Middle to Upper Palaeolithic' in Southern
Siberia had taken a specific form, marked by the dominance of the Levallois technique combined with pebble cores, as well as discoid and pyramidal nuclei. The subsequent period
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saw the evolution of the Levallois technology into the `Gobi' one typified by wedge-shaped
cores. Okladnikov's views were further developed by Derevyanko et al. (2000), who based
on the records of the Kara-Bom cave site in the Altai Mountains, have identified a `transitional phase' which origins were sought in the local Mousterian and which features the
Levallois technology combined with the technique of `parallel reduction' of uni- and bipolar
cores aimed at the removal of `elongated blanks'.
1. The Early Stage

A reliable series of radiocarbon dates indicates a group of early sites in the Altai Mountains
(Figure 2). This group includes several cave sites: Kara-Bom, Okladnikov, Strashnaya,
Denisova, Kara-Tenesh, Anui 2, and an open-air site of Ust-Karakol (Derevyanko & Markin
1998). Radiocarbon dates, both conventional and AMS, show the age between ca 40 and
30 ka reaching 42 (Kara-Tenesh) and 44 ka (Kara-Bom). The sites vary in the thickness of
archaeological deposits presuming the variable duration, seasonality, and intensity of their
habitation. In most cases, the sites were stratified and included the levels attributed to the
Achealean, Mousterian, UP, and later periods. The sequence of the site of Kara-Bom
(Derevyanko et al. 2000), includes two Mousterian and six levels considered as UP, the
upper Mousterian and lower UP levels yielding statistically indistinguishable dates (>44 ka
and 43200 ± 1500 respectively). These levels included identical animal remains and the
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pollen indicative of a steppe with rare occurrences of broadleaf trees. Both the Mousterian
and early UP levels include the same categories of artefacts: the Levallois-Mousterian,
notched-denticulate, and Upper Palaeolithic. The main distinction consists in an increased
rate of `elongated blades' observable in the early Upper Palaeolithic level. Derevyanko et al.
(2000: 47) note that the common elements in these two levels outweigh their distinctions.
The Okladnikov Cave yielded human remains: five teeth and three postcranial skeletal fragments. Alexeev (1998) has concluded that all fragments except one tooth bear no deviations
from the morphology of modern humans. Only one molar found in the third level shows
an `archaic trait'. The animal remains combine the extinct species (woolly rhinoceros) with
presently existing animals adapted to forest bioms (brown bear, wolf, bear), and the steppe
(wild horse, kulan wild ass, and gazelle).
AMS dates in the order of 33-39 ka have been obtained for the sites in Baikal area of
Southern Siberia (Figure 3): Makarovo 4 in the upper stretches of the River Lena, and
Varvarina Gora on the Bryanka River in Buryatia. Goebel and Aksenov (1995) stress `technological and typological similarities' of the former site, which included a strong blade element, with `the basal upper Palaeolthic component at Kara-Bom'. The animal remains consisted of woolly rhinoceros, (in both cases), red deer, roe deer (Makarovo 4), Mongolian
gazelle, and argali sheep (Varvarina Gora).
Conventional radiocarbon dates have been reported for the sites in the YeniseiValley:

Figure 3. Radiocarbon-dated sites. Southern-Central
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Kamennyi Log (31.8 ka), and Kurtak (33.7 ka), and the upper Angara catchment:
Druzhiniha (43.5 ka) and Ust-Kova (34.3 and 28.0 ka). The conventional date of 29 ka has
been achieved for the lower level of Military Hospital site in the city of Irkutsk, near the
sources of the Angara River. In the Trans-Baikal area the date of 26.9 has been obtained for
the sites of Tobalga on the Khilka River and Arta-2 (37.3 ka) on the river of the same name.
2. The Middle

Stage

The sites with the radiocarbon dates in the range of 25-17 ka. have been identified on the
terraces of the Yenisei River: Kurtak 3 (24.1 ka), Novos'olovo (21 ka) and Tarachikha (19.8
ka). In the latter case, the inventory included prismatic cores and secondary retouched tools
made on blade blanks, combined with leaf-shaped points and pebble tools. The animal
remains consisted of the mammoth, woolly rhinoceros, wild horse, reindeer, bison, and wild
goat. To this stage also belongs the site of Ui 2 (22.8 ka), found on the terrace in the southern, mountainous stretch of the Yenisei River.
A large concentration of sites, viewed as seasonal camps, occurred on the terraces in
the valleys of the Angara and its tributaries. This cluster included the `classical'UP sites of
Siberia: Mal'ta (20.7 ka) and Buret' (21.1 ka), as well as such sites as Masterov Much (24.3
ka), Igutinskiy Log (23.5 ka), Alexeevka(22.4 ka), Shishkino (21.9 ka). The Kurla 3 on the
northwestern shore of the Lake of Baikal belongs to the same stage (24.0 ka).
3. The Later

Stage

To this stage belong the sites showing the radiocarbon age in the range of 17-11 ka. The
frequencies of these sites are the highest for the whole period under consideration (Figure
4). This stage includes several
open-air sites located on the
lower terraces within
the
Minusinsk depression in the middle stretches of the Yenisei River,
forming the Kokorevo (19.9-12.6
ka) and Afontova Gora groups
(14.5-11.9 ka). The industry of
the latter group was based predominantly of the flake blanks
with the high proportion of
wedge-shaped cores and the common occurrence of end-scrapers.
At several sites choppers and

Figure

4. Frequencies
of radiocarbon-dated
sites.Southern-Central
Siberia.
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wedgeswere noted. Five fragmentsof human bones have been found in the deposits of
Afontova Gora 2 site. The industry of the Kokorevogroup was manufacturedpredominantly on the bladeblanksand includednumerous secondaryretouchedtools. Fragmented
human remains,includinga frontal bone, a radius, a humerus, and child'steeth, all unquestionablymodern humans,werefound at AfontovaGora 2 site. Animalremainsconsistedof
the wild horse, aurochs,red deer,wild goat, and arctic fox. The group of Golubayasites
(13.0 ka) locatedon the right tributary of the Yeniseiis distinctiveby the higher rate of
retouchedbladesand microblades.
A clusterof stratifiedsites at Maina allegedlyresultingfrom seasonalhabitationshas
been found on the terraces of the Yeniseiand its tributary, the Maina, in the northern
foothillsof the SayanMountains. Stylisticallyrelated to the Afontovogroup, these sites
were radiocarbon dated: Maina - 15.2 and 12.1 ka; Ui 2: 11.9 ka. The animal remains
includedthe bison, kulan, red deer, and Siberiangoat. Pollenindicatesfluctuationsin the
vegetationrangingfrom the coldsteppewith rare birch and pine foreststo mixed forestsand
an open steppe (Vasil'ev1983). Further to the east, the radiocarbonmeasurementof 12.0
ka has been obtainedfor the site of StrizhevayaGora on the RiverKan.
This stage includes a group of sites in the Trans-Baikalregion of Southern Siberia,
which inventoriescontain the microbladecomponent combinedwith wedge-shapedcores.
A series of AMS dates with the mean value of 17.4 has been obtained for the site of
Studenoe-2on the the Chikoi River(Goebelet al. 2000). Other sites in that area with the
similar componentrevealeda youngerage: Menza-2on the same river: 16.9-14.8 ka, and
Sokhatino3, on the riverIngoda near the town of Chita :15.8 ka.
North-East

Siberia and Russian Far East

Environments
Only limited-scale montane-valley glaciers occurred in the mountain ranges of north- eastern Siberia and the Russian Far East even during the coldest stages of the Last Ice Age. A
particular type of `yedoma relief developed in the permafrost-affected lowlands which consitsted of small hills, steep-sloped plateaus, and narrow meadowy depressions.
According to the recent estimates by Anderson and Lozhkin (2001), the climate of
North-East Siberia during the Karginian Interval was either similar or slightly colder than
now, with considerable areas taken up Larix forests. Pollen and plant macrofossil records of
the Faddeyevskiy Island, the New Siberian Archipelago in the Arctic Ocean (Andreev et al.,
in press) suggest the summer temperature to be by at least by 2° C warmer than today, with
the steppe- and tundra-type vegetation on the exposed Arctic shelf between 43 and 25 ka.
The biomass of the local landscapes was sufficiently high to support large populations of
herbivores. Accumulations of the bones of mammoth, reindeer, and wild horse were radio164
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During the Sartan Glacialone notes a rapid reduction of forests,with the 'tundrasteppe' becomingthe dominant vegetation.The biomassremainedsufficientlyhigh to sustain numerousherds of diverseherbivores.
Basedon pollenrecords,Velichkoet al. (1997)arguethat the present-daynorthern tundra became establishedin the lowlandsalreadyat 15-14 ka, interruptedonly by the limited
spreadof forest-tundrain the Allerod(c. 11 ka). On the other hand, the pollen recordsfor
archaeological
depositsof the DyuktaiCaveon the AldanRiverin Yakutiashowa seriesof vegetationchanges,fromsparseconiferousforeststo the tundra (Mochanov& Sawinova1980).
In the MaritimeRegion(PrimorskiyKray) of the RussianFar East,considerableareas
were taken up by rarefiedbirch-larchand spruce-birch-larchforests,with the forest-tundra
and mountain tundra on higher levels.Korotkii (1996), assessinghis own pollen records,
suggeststhat the interval between20 and 17 ka wasvery dry and cold.At 18 ka the winter
temperaturewas by 150C, the summer temperature - 100C, and the annual precipitation400 mm lower than today. The same writer arguesthat the climatein that area remained
significantlycolder than today until the beginning of the Holocene, with precipitation
slightlyrisingabovethe presentvaluesat about 12 ka (Korotkii1996).
During the KarginianInterglacial(50-22 ka) the sea-levelwas at least 40 m lower
than now (Pavlidiset al. 1997). The maximumdrop in the sea-level,by 130 m, occurredat
the LGM, and this led to the displacementof the shoreline400-700 km offits presentposition and the exposureof considerableareas of the shelf.This resultedin the emergenceof
the Beringialand-masslinking the Siberian mainlandwith Alaska.During that period the
Asian continent became connected both with the Sakhalin Island and the Japanese
Archipelago.This land bridgeremainedin place until 10 ka, when the levelof the Japan Sea
was 50 m belowits presentposition. (Korotkii1997).
Human

Settlement

1. The EarlyStage
Radiocarbondates indicativeof human settlement in that vast area at this stage have been
obtainedfor two sites on the lowerand middle stretchesof the Aldan Riverin Yakutia:Ihnie
2 (31.2 ka) and Ust-Mil'2 (33 ka) (Figure5). Accordingto Mochanov (1977, 1984) these
sites correspond to the 'Proto-Dyuktai', the cultural tradition, essentiallydifferent from
thoseknown in southern-centralSiberia.
In the RussianFar East a date of 32.5 ka has been reported for the Geographical
SocietyCave, in the mountain range north of the town of Nakhodka. Stratigraphyof the
cavesuggestsrepeatedseasonaloccupations.The animal remains includedthe mammoth,
woollyrhinoceros,wild horse, roe, and red deer.
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Figure

2. The Middle

5. Radiocarbon-dated sites. North-Eastern

Siberia and Russian Far East.

Stage

The sites radiocarbon-dated to this stage have been found on the Aldan River: Ihine (20.0
ka) and Verhne-Troitskoe (17.6 ka). The date of 20.3 has been obtained in an unclear
archaeological context for the site of Filimoshki on the River Zeya. The site of Ogonki 5 on
the Sakhalin Island (19.0 ka) falls into the same time-span (Figure 4).
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3. The Later Stage
Likewise, in the southern-central part of Siberia, the radiocarbon-dated sites of this stage
show the highest frequencies. (Figure 4) This stage comprises the greater part of the sites
found in the alluvial deposits of the Aldan River and attributed by Mochanov (1986) to the
Dyuktai Culture. The dated sites include the Dyuktai Cave (14.0 ka) and Ust'-Timpton
(10.5, 10.3 ka). Culturally related sites were found near the Arctic coast (Berelyoh: 11.8 ka)
and in the Kolyma River basin (Siberdik: 13.2 ka). The stone inventory of these sites
included the disc-shaped cores, flaked bifaces, a variety of tools produced on flake blanks,
wedge and prismatic microcores and microblades. The lack of archaic pebble tools in the
inventories of sites that area, likewise the Trans-Baikal, the Amur basin and the Maritime
Region, is considered by Mochanov as culturally significant.
Still further to the east, a series of radiocarbon dates became available for the stratified site of Ushki 1 on the Kamchatka Peninsula (Dikov 1977). The dates of 13.6, 11.1, and
10.3 are considered as the most reliable.
Another cluster of sites was located in the Maritime Region of the Russian Far East.
The dated sites include Suvorovo 4 (15.5 ka) and Ustinovka 3 (11.5 ka). These sites feature
the wedge- and boat-shaped cores, leaf-shaped bifaces, and the microblade tradition typical
of Eastern Asia (Kononenko & Cassidy 1999).
Several sites located on the lower stretches of the Amur River include the fragments
of organic-tampered ceramic wares found in the context of the microblade lithic technology.
The subsistence of these sites was solidly based on hunting-gathering, and intensive procurement of riverine/maritime resources. The dates for early pottery sites-bearing sites in the
Russian Far East are: Hummi: 13.2 and Gasya: 12.9 ka (Derevyanko & Medvedev 1997;
Kuzmin & Orlova 1999).
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Last Ice Age. The sites of that age are acknowledgeable across the East European Plain,
including the Pechora River north of the Polar Circle. Further east, a concentration of sites
of that age is identifiable in the Altai Mountains with several sites in the Baikal Lake area of
Southern Siberia. The sites are known also in Yakutia and the Maritime Region (Figure 6).
As had been mentioned, an influential school of thought ascribes the authorship of
`archaic' UP industries (the Chatelperronian, Uluzzian, and others) to surviving groups of
Neandertals. Archaic UP indstries are also known on the East European Plain (e.g. the
Streletsian). Nearly all Palaeolithic sites in the Altai Mountains in Southern Siberia radiocarbon dated to 30 ka and older are considered as Mousterian, due to the strong presence of the
Levalloistechnology. If one looks further east, archaic elements are abundant in the sites of
similar age in China and Mongolia. The inventory of the Salawusu site on the Ordos Plateau
in Inner Mongolia, dated to 50-37 ka, contains pebble cores reduced by a `direct percussion'
as well as flake tools (Jia Lanpo & Huang Weiwen 1985). The same level reportedly yielded
the remains of homo sapiens(Wu Xinzhi & Wang Linghong 1985). The femur and tibia of a
child at the site of Yamashita-cho on Okinawa, with the radiometric age of >32 ka, are considered as belonging to AMH (Trinkaus & Ruff 1996). Since never, either on the East
European Plain, or in Siberia, or China, have archaic-looking industries been found in a clear
association with the remains of Neandertals or other pre-sapiens humans, one may reasonably
suggest that all these industries were manufactured by the groups of AMH. Their advancement proceeded from the west to the east, covering the entire East European Plain and further
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leading into Southern Siberia, Mongolia, Northern and Central China, and the Russian Far
East. As land bridges linked the Siberian mainland with Sakhalin Island and Hokkaido, one
may imply an occasional penetration of early AMH to the Japanese Archipelago at that stage.
The next stage in the settlement of Northern Eurasia by early modern humans
occurred during the time-span of 32-18 ka. This was the coldest period of the Last Ice Age
that included the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM). Remarkably, this episode coincided with
the quasi-total depopulation of Western-Central Europe, with all Palaeolithic sites virtually
disappearing in that area (Housley et al. 1997). Significantly, during the same period the
AMH population rose in the East European Plain, the frequency of Palaeolithic sites
markedly increasing at 29-26 and forming a clear maximum at 24-18 ka. One notes a significant increase in frequencies of sites in southern-central Siberia forming two maxima, at 32
and 22 ka. The sites of that age also appeared in Yakutia and Russian Far East (Figure 7).
With the fall in the sea-level by at least 130 m, the Japanese Archipelago became
available via land bridges both in the north (Hokkaido-Sakhalin) and in the south (KyushuTsushima-Korea). This may account for the proliferation in Japan of sites with the component of blade technique (Oda & Keally 1979).
The final stage in the colonization of northern Eurasia by modern humans falls to
the time-span of 17-10 ka (Figure 8). At that time, one remarks a strong growth in the frequencies of Palaeolithic sites in European Russia, which by their topography and cultural
characteristics were distinct from the previous ones. At that stage the frequencies of sites in
Siberia formed an all-time maximum. Networks of Palaeolithic sites arose in the river system
of the extreme northeast including Yakutia and Kamchatka, and also in the Lower Amur
and Maritime Province in the Far East.
In the latter area and, particularly, the lower Amur catchment, starting with 13-11
ka, one notes the development of a network of sedentary or seasonal settlements with the
evidence of pottery-making. The subsistence of these sites was solidly based on the exploitation of riverine and estuarine resources with the emphasis on the procurement of spawning
salmon (Kononenko 1998). By their stylistic and technological characteristics, the ceramic
ware of the Lower Amur sites finds analogies in certain varieties of early Jomon pottery in
Japan (Kajiwara 1998). Hence one may suggest the occurrence of a social network based on
the riverine-maritime adaptation which encompassed the entire circum-Japanese (and, possibly, Okhotsk) Sea area. With the gradual rise of the sea-level, the `northern route' became
the only viable way by which Japan remained connected to the Asian landmass. A marked
increase in the frequencies of sites belonging to 'Micro-Blade' and `Incipient Jomon' traditions may have been largely due to the population influx from the continent.
During the same period, human groups stemming from North-East Siberia spread to
America. Existing evidence suggests that this was a predominantly coastal migration: along
the southern margin of the Bering Land Bridge and further south along the Pacific Coast of
the Americas (Dixon 2001).
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Figure 7. Northern Eurasia. 25-17 ka BP.

Figure

8. Northern Eurasia. 17-11 ka BP.
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2. Causal

Mechanisms

Discussing the causal mechanism of large-scale human displacements, two related factors are
identified as prime movers: environmental stress and inbreeding avoidance. Observations of
baboons in their natural habitats (Lee 1983) show that the individual distances and the
group dispersal became considerably extended in the periods of low availability of food.
This may be further substantiated by ethnographical evidence. Shternberg (1933), based on
his field observations of the Nivkh (Gilyak) hunter-gatherers in the late nineteenth century,
reported numerous occasions when, in the conditions of an environmental or social stress,
certain individuals, families, and even clans changed their usual habitats. He has quoted the
case of the 'Nila-wo' clan, which moved from South Sakhalin Island, first to the northwestern coast, then having crossed the Tatar Strait, settled on the Middle Amur, eventually losing their language and identity.
Recently available evidence may shed new light on palaeoenvironmental factors
accountable for east-bound migrations of early humans during the Last Ice Age. According
to reliable reconstructions (Frenzel et al. 1992; Tarasov et al. 1999), the landscape of the
entire northern Eurasia at that time was dominated by the tundra and `cool' steppe, the climate being generally colder and drier than now. Yet the negative anomalies of both winter
and summer temperatures were higher in the west than in the east. Despite a decrease by
about 200 mm (Tarasov et al. 1999), the annual precipitation in European Russia remained
sufficiently high (ca 400-500 mm/yr) to produce a thick snow cover. A similar decrease of
precipitation in Siberia would have caused only a thin snow cover and the setting similar to
one that now occurs in Central Mongolia (where the winter precipitation is between 5 and
30 mm). Hence, the conditions for winter pastures in the east were more favorable: large
herds of herbivores were well provided with the fodder easily available beneath the thin
snow

cover.

Regarding the second major factor, it has been observed (Cheney 1983) that among
Old World monkeys, males tend to migrate to neighboring groups, while females prefer to
remain in their native units throughout their lives. Population geneticists (Cavalli-Sforza &
Bodmar 1971) note that in this case, the inbreeding depression is significantly reduced.
Exogamy is usually viewed as the most viable mechanism of inbreeding avoidance in the
societies of hunter-gatherers. Observations on modern hunter-gatherers show (Shternberg
1933; Godelier 1986) that both the Far Eastern Nivkh and the New Guinea Baruya were
only partially exogamous, marriages with distant patrtilineal cousins being permissive in
both cases. Shternberg cites numerous cases when Nivkh individuals escaping persecution
and failure quit their paternal tribe and sought refuge in neighboring alien groups. They
became adopted, and, having married usually a widowed woman, acquired the language and
habits of the adoptive tribe. Their offspring either formed a new lineage or became incorporated into an existing one. Shternberg has noted that according to his records, the majority
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of the Nivkh lineages claimed their ancestors as being members of alien clans. Godelier
(1986: 4) equally notes that eight out of fifteen Baruyu clans descended from the
'Menyemya refugees'.
Russian prehistorians, basing predominantly on archaeological evidence, propound
that the Upper Palaeolithic population in the periglacial Eastern Europe consisted of loose
social units which included several 'blood-related' paired families, their numbers seasonally
fluctuating between 5-10 and 15-20 (Grigor'ev 1968). In several cases one notes the establishment of 'co-residential groups', which included several distinct social units with semipermanent dwellings, the Kostenki sites on the River Don forming the most spectacular
example.
The stability of large social groups was never absolute; their lifestyle included considerable seasonal displacements within an `exploitation area'. This implied institutionalized
encounters with other groups resulted in the establishment of `negotiated alliances' and mating networks. They included diverse social relationships with a regular circulation of persons
and goods, the ties being of variable intensity and duration. There are material indications
for the occurrence of a complex exchange network in the Upper Palaeolithic East European
Plain linearly directed along major river systems (Soffer 1985). This implied the emergence
of smaller social entities with the group identity signalled in stylistic and ritual behavior.
Regularly occurring contacts between these groups resulted in the formation of `alliancenetworks'. Notwithstanding their local distinctions, these higher rank entities featured certain
fundamental similarities acknowledgeable in the mode of life and symbolism (Grigor'ev
1993).
An active interaction is distinctly signalled among Late Glacial groups in the NorthEuropean Plain, particularly conspicuous in the exchange of lithic raw material. During the
period of Younger Dryas (11-10 ka), the so-called `chocolate flint' from the mines in
Central Poland was predominantly in use in the Vistula Valley within 200 km from the
source, isolated finds of this flint being found at the distance of 500 and even 750 km. This
area of active interaction is viewed by Schild (1996) as corresponding to the groups' `seasonal migrations' and/or `intermarriages'.
3. Racial Affiliation

Russian physical anthropologists (Debetz 1936; Alexeev & Gokhman 1984) have identified
among the Bronze and Iron Age skeletal materials of European Russia and southern Siberia
a so-called Cro-Magnon variety that combined the cranial robustness with a broad face, and
which origins were sought in the Upper Palaeolithic. V.P.Alexeev (1974: 140), discussing
the origin of the Mongoloid race, has argued that its sources lie in the early Upper
Palaeolithic, stressing that originally the Mongoloid features were much less pronounced,
being similar to those of present-day Amerinds.
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Human remains found at the site of Afontova Gora 2, which included a fragment of
the frontal bone, have been identified by Debetz (1946) as northern Asian Mongoloids.
Mongoloid features have been originally acknowledged in the skeletal remains of a child
found at the site of Malta, yet Alexeev (1998: 323) in his later publication expressed a cautious view saying that this area was inhabited by a `population of Mongoloid appearance.'
Discussing the skeletal remains from the Zhoukoudian Upper Cave (the `Old Man'),
Kamminga (1992) argues that this specimen, being distinct from the `modern Mongoloid
morphology', lies relatively close to that of the Ainu.
This view has recently found support in molecular genetic evidence. Based on the
analysis of HLA genes and haplotypes, Bannai et al. (2000) argue that the Ainu-related
groups formed the original population of Japan and that they had migrated from East Asia
during the Upper Palaeolithic. According to their data, the Ainu were genetically closely
related to both East Asian and Native American groups. Regarding the population history of
the Japanese, Hanihara (2000) has advanced a `dual structure model' which assumes that
the Jomon groups were the first occupants of the Japanese archipelago. Baba (2000), using
genetic criteria, argues for the `Jomon people', who were genetically and morphologically
identical to historically attested Ainu, to be genetically closer to 'North-Eastern Asians'.
4. Languages

Groups of modern humans, which formed archaeologicallyand geneticallyrecognizable
alliancesduring the Last Ice Age,were supposedlyin possessionof a common communication medium in the form of a mutually comprehensiblelanguageor a linguafranca. The
present writer has made a suggestion that these communication media in the Upper
PalaeolithicperiglacialEuropewere relatedto Uralic languages(Dolukhanov1994).
This suggestion was later substantiated by several linguists (Wiik 1997; Kunnap
1998) who were able to identify the Uralic substratumin the Slavic,Baltic,and Germanic
languages.Uralic languages,which include the Finno-Ugricand Samoyedicbranches,are
currently spoken by more than 21 million people in Central, North-eastern Europe and
North-westernAsia.
Significant similarities between the Uralic (particularly Samoyed) and several
Palaeosiberianlanguages(includingthe Eskimo and Chukotkan)havebeen attestedby several scholars(Pusztay1995; Kunnap 1997). Currently Forescue(1998) has suggestedthat
Uraliclanguageswere relatedto the languageslocatedfurther east, in Siberiaand acrossthe
Bering Strait. Present-daydescendantsof this 'Uralic-Siberian'proto-languageform four
languagefamilies:the Uralic,Yukagir,Eskimo-Aleut,and Chukotkan-Kamchatkan.
Relationshipsof the Uralic languagesto the Altaicfamilyform yet another debated
issue.The latter familyincludesthe Turkic,Mongolian,and Manchu-Tungusbrancheswith
more than 50 languagesand the total of 135 millionspeakers.These languagesshow strong
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similaritiesin the morphology,syntax,vocabulary,and particularlythe phonologicalcorrespondences, which enable scholars to reconstruct a hypothetical Altaic proto-language
(Poppe 1965). Certain typologicalsimilaritiesare acknowledgedbetween the Uralic and
Altaicfamilies;Fortescue(1998, 52) writesabout the Ural-Siberianbeing `remotelyrelated'
to the Altaic family, the affinities being acknowledged in several elements of ProtoMongolianlanguage.
Relations of the Japaneseand Korean languagesto the Altaic family is yet another
matter for debate. Accordingto Miller's(1971) scheme,the Proto-Altaicinitially split up
into the Proto-Westernand Proto-Easternbranches; the former developinginto the Old
Turkish,the Proto-Bulgarian,and other languages,and the latter further branchinginto the
Proto-Mongoland the Proto Northern/PeninsularAltaic. At a later stage, that gaverise to
the Proto-Peninsularand Pelagicunities, which subsequentlydevelopedinto the Korean,
Japanese,and Ryukyu.
The presentwriter holdsthe viewthat attempts to directlyidentify currentlyexisting
languageswith archaeologicaland/or anthropologicalentitiesare largelyfutile. Languageis a
system of communication; the evolution of language was controlled by the interaction
and/or isolation of human groups and their internal structure. It is very likely that the
observablelanguageaffinitiesare the reflectionof the processesthat occurred at a comparativelyrecentstage, a long time after the first groups of modern humans had became established in that area. Yet it is alsoprobable that these affinitiesare the evidenceof a much
older substratum,a linguafranca, that servedas a communicationmedium for loose groups
of hunter-gathererswho colonizedNorthern Eurasiaduringthe courseof the IceAge.
Conclusions
1. The colonizationof Northern Eurasiaby modern humans took the form of three
consecutivewaves, spreading from the west towards the east in the time-span
betweenca 40 and 10 ka.
2. All threewavesconsistedentirelyof Homo sapiens.
3. The advancinggroupsincludedsoftenedMongoloidelements.
4. They spoke languagesrelated to the present-dayUralic-Siberianand Altaicfamilies.
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